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ruined •   all of them underwent a period of relative
hardship    In the case most familiar to me, half a
dozen households took up their abode together in one
great   mansion,   and   so   weathered   the   crisis.    In
hundreds of instances, sales were forced under an
Encumbered Estates Act specially passed, and new
possessors came in, who very often embittered feeling
by their method of dealing with property.    Huge
tracts were cleared by speculators in land who desired
to create cattle runs on a wide scale.   Men have, in
my knowledge, returned to Ireland from America who
had earned their passage money by pulling down
houses and boundary walls in the place where they had
lived with their neighbours.   For at least thirty years
emigration was the main fact in Irish life.   The chief
agency for promoting it was found among the emigrants
themselves, who, finding work and wages in America,
paid the passages of their kin to join them;  and the
fact that an Irish boy or girl could go out and be
with friends took away the deterrent of strangeness.
Nearly all the emigration from Catholic Ireland went
to the United States.   It shunned the British flag.
Generally the ruling class in Ireland accepted this
outflow of population as a beneficent operation of
economic laws, and to assist an emigrant with passage
money was  considered,  very justly,   a  meritorious
action.   But a rankling bitterness was left in the Irish
people by the sense that the British people and the
Irish ruling class looked with complacency on the
disappearance of the " old inhabitants."   A leading
article in the  Times was  never  forgotten.    " The
Celt is going with a vengeance," it said, and the writer
proceeded to speculate upon a day when the native
Irish would be as rare in Kerry as a Red Indian on
the banks of the Manhattan.
But emigration began to affect also the ruling and
landed class. They looked more and more outside
Ireland for their living. Money was scarcer,_the old
haphazard way of living fell increasingly into disrepute.

